Discover The Bible Lands! Distinctives

Scholar-guided tours—visiting only authentic sites…with scholar teachings that are best learned on site
Group number is under 35—no herding and long lines…just the pleasure of personal attention and closer fellowship
 Longer and custom designed tours—including more sites and recent archeological discoveries…not the blur of a short-lived tour
Prices are “all inclusive”—keeping costs as low as possible for more accessibility and with far more value

DISCOVER THE BIBLE LANDS! Presentation and intensive Pre-Tour Classes—prepare you for the trip of a lifetime!

#1 DTBL! Teaching Presentations (Free – Public Welcome)
The DTBL! Teaching Presentation is a foundational and visual journey through God’s Covenanted Land.

Discover the importance of placing Scripture within the context in which it was written—for proper interpretation, application, and the tremendous power of biblical thinking. (1.5 hours)
(Also considered Class #1 for the DTBL! Tour Participant & for ACSI CEUs.)

#2 All Pre-Tour Study Materials & Classes are included... for the DTBL! Tour Participant!
ALL DTBL! Tour Members outside the local area will receive the DTBL! Study Manual. Included will be all the DTBL! Pre-Tour Teaching Classes (via DVD/PowerPoint)

MIDDLE EAST GEOGRAPHY & ANCIENT CULTURE
BIBLICAL & ANCIENT REGIONAL HISTORY
HEBRAIC ROOTS IN THE CHRISTIAN FAITH
OLIVE TREE METAPHOR; SITES OF ISRAEL & BIBLE LANDS
DTBL! Presentations & Classes: To be announced on www.DTBL.NET
As you will see...there are NO other tours like DTBL! TOURS.

#3 Association of Christian Schools International (ACSI) CEU Provider
2 CEUs in Educational or Bible Studies for DTBL! Classes (12 contact hours: $250 fee without tour)
20 Total CEUs: 20 Education (OR 10 Bible + 10 Education) CEUs for Discover The Bible Lands! Tour

GEOGRAPHY/TOPOGRAPHY – The Foundation
• Why is it essential to understand the Geography/Topography with its Tels, Wadis, and even soil composition, for clearer interpretation and application of the Scriptures?
• How does this knowledge give one a solid frame-of-reference for all Jewish and Middle Eastern societies, various cultures, politics, religions, and daily life—even for today?

CULTURE – Jesus Was Jewish
• Why is it imperative to recognize the difference between ancient Hebrew Thinking and Greek Thinking?
• What are the Jewish Feasts and why should one more fully comprehend their significance?
• What is COVENANT? What do the Ancient Jewish Betrothal and Ancient Jewish Wedding have to do with salvation? How are they illustrated for prophetic interpretations—and even answering the eternal security question?
• Why is it vital to identify the pagan religious system and their “gods” at the time the Children of Israel entered into the Promised Land and continuing through the 1st Century (Jesus’ time)?
• Why is it important to clearly differentiate between the political & religious groups to whom Jesus spoke?

HISTORY – The End Result
• Since we have Biblical history, why do we need to know the Ancient Hebraic and Middle Eastern History?
• What is the Christian fear factor for the Jewish and Arab people today?

HEBRAIC ROOTS – In The Christian Faith
• What do the Old Testament animal sacrifices have to do with the Christian faith?
• Why did Jesus (Yeshua) have to die for sin? Was it a random act or a continuation of a previous pattern?
• Do today’s events in the Middle East have any connection to the past?

SITES OF ISRAEL – Ancient Voices Remain
• Why is it wise to have a visual and feet-in-the-Land experience?
• Why is it important to visualize the regions of the Land when studying the Scriptures?
• Why would I need to understand Jerusalem with its ancient and present Quarters and Temple Mount?

THE OLIVE TREE – God’s Metaphor
• How could the olive tree be so significant?
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